
ELEVATE YOUR CONTENT MANAGEMENT 
AVAIL relieves the frustration of file retrieval and makes it easy to find, 
use and manage all your digital content throughout the design 
continuum. Seamlessly collaborate by reusing and sharing content, while 
gaining insight into how that content is being used. Deeply integrated 
with Revit, AVAIL’s visual interface simplifies workflows and content 
management, making your teams more productive and your designs 
more robust. 

BIM Content Management

THE SINGLE SOURCE TO FIND, USE AND 
MANAGE ALL DIGITAL ASSETS

BIM Manager

Save Money
Bring order to chaos, 
add time to your day, 
and make your team 
better. 

Executive
 
Improve ROI
Unify your production 
process, improving 
business results, 
facilitating knowledge 
capture and fostering 
winning teams. 

File Agnostic Platform to 
Work with Any Current or 
Future Application

Access Any File Type
File agnostic to locate any asset within 
your network.

Easily Find & Use
A visual interface to locate content quickly. 

Your Content Where You Need It
Files are indexed where you choose, 
so your content can stay in its original 
location.

Capture & Share Knowledge
Attach data to your workflow to build  
knowledge base and manage intellectual  
property.

Understand How Content is Used
Gain insight and drive business decisions 
with analytics.

WHO BENEFITS FROM USING AVAIL?

Designer

Save Time
Quickly find what you 
need without changing 
how you work, so you 
can spend more time 
designing. 

https://getavail.com


$20 
per user/mo 

or
$200 

per user/yr 

Starts at 
$200 

per user/yr

Volume 
discounts 
available

Multi-year term

859-963-1616 | sales@getavail.com | getavail.com

A Pilot Program to Gain the Product Knowledge and Assistance 
You Need to Confidently Move Forward with AVAIL.

Trusted by 
the World’s 
Leading AEC 
Firms

Educate
Align AVAIL to your 

business and technical 
goals.

Transform
Transform your experience 

with library content.

Validate
Confirm AVAIL is the 

best solution.

Anyone who would like to try AVAIL as a content 
management solution for an unlimited period of time. 
One publisher and unlimited FREE consumer users. 

An easy way to get started to better organize 
and consume your content libraries.

For firms requiring advanced workflows, 
automation, and SSO capability. 

CAPACITY
Number of channels
Items per channel

CAPABILITY
Create channels and manage content
AVAIL Browser integrations with Revit, SketchUp, 
     Rhino, 3Ds Max, AutoCAD, Civil3D
Customized thumbnails
AVAIL Marketplace access (some Channels require  
     additional paid subscriptions)
Flags and Comments for in-app collaboration
AVAIL Harvest 2.0 for Revit
AVAIL Host in Cloud
Vizualized thumbnails
AVAIL Analytics
Single Sign-On: user authentication and 

user group management
AVAIL Stream automation
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TAILORED FOR YOUR FIRM
All AVAIL subscriptions share the same base features and functionality, allowing you to not only 
dive deeply into Revit workflows but add any data type from almost any location — both inside 
and outside of your network. 

DOWNLOAD PILOT SHEET
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https://getavail.com
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